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default class NumberSpinner { constructor (min, max, step) { this.min = min; this.max = max;
this.step = step; this.isLoop = false; } start () { this.isLoop = true; this.state = 1; this.timer =
setTimeout(() => { this.state++; if (this.state == this.max) { this.state = 1; } }, 100); } up () {
clearTimeout(this.timer); this.state++; } down () { clearTimeout(this.timer); this.state--; if (this.state
Q: Google Analytics Event Tracking Doesn't Work I can't seem to get GA to do anything. I have
enabled GA Event Tracking and its done. I have added the UA-xxxxxx-xx to the Event Tracking Code.
All the metrics I am measuring are there... Even when I don't have anything in GA to measure
anything, the metrics are all there. I also did a test to test it and it is not happening. A: The page I
was working on wasn't actually on the domain. Once I got it on the domain GA magically started
measuring the events. This is definitely an edge case, but I am glad to have the GA working.
University of Otago in Dunedin, New Zealand has made the first of a limited number of prototype of
laser-fibers that could enable much faster internet service than today’s existing copper wires. The
university’s scientists have created a prototype
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